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Quotes
A sweet coming of age catalogue of a life trying to make sense of it all, just 
like the rest of us! But then not many of us could pair our innermost with such 
soft and languid melodies. As ever [Ian makes] it sound effortless and I must 
admit to liking that more laidback approach. Sometimes simple is best and I 
could see how this could translate beautifully to a live setting.
- Kevin Hugger of MP3Hugger

I adore the vocals here, there’s a good mix of warmth and sweetness, but 
there’s a down to Earth quality that I dig too.
- Rhiannon Skye of Two Story Melody

[T]he tone of [Ian’s] vocal delivery itself is really smooth and friendly to the 
melodies that [Ian writes]; I would say [Ian has] a great sense of personal 
style.
- CHILLFILTR

IAN STEINBERG
guidance

Track List
1. Bad Luck 
2. Here Nor There
3. Honey Won’t You Come Back Home
4. Pieces... Pieces...
5. Buried With My Love
6. And Now...
7. How Can Our Fathers
8. Stuck Inside the Water Basin
9. Poppy’s Last Message
10. Guidance
11. One Foot One Knee
12. Fatima
13. At the Risk of Coming Off as Trite
14. Sunshine

Bio
The first follow up to his 2017 release, Folk Songs EP, Guidance is a journey 
through loss, love, family, masculinity, and vulnerability.  While the album ventures 
through all of those ideas, it always centers around the main theme of mental 
health.  “The crux of Guidance is my descent into and rise out of depression, along 
with all of the aspects and events of life that have influenced my outlook,” says 
Steinberg.  He continues, “Despite the heavy themes, the album is easy to listen to, 
with a clear arch and catchy melodies.”

While “Guidance” may seem to jump around stylistically, it is intentionally designed 
to mirror Steinberg’s experience with depression, where one day can seem as if 
everything is improving and the next is falling apart.  Through that lense, the album 
follows his descent and ascent, and expresses the various moments that affect his 
emotional state.

During his early teens, Ian began songwriting.  While trite and emotional at the 
time, it was the beginning of the wonderful path that Ian still follows today.  To con-
tinue developing his skills, Ian was educated on classical guitar and recording arts 
at The School of Music at Ithaca College, where he graduated in 2015.  Since then, 
Ian performed and honed his style into the sound he has today.

Currently, Ian plays with a full band.  He is supported by Dahne Duffy on electric 
guitar, Lucas Tabshey on bass, and Bear Borges on drums.  You can find Ian 
performing around Burlington, Vermont as well as the Northeast region.

Genre Indie-Folk/Singer-Songwriter/Folk Rock
Comparable Artists Neil Young, Dr. Dog, Tallest Man On Earth

http://iansteinberg.bandcamp.com
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